MESSAGE

Another school year is once again about to end even as our efforts to provide quality, accessible, relevant and liberating basic education continues.

This year, our theme acknowledges that we are diverse and yet united in pursuing high quality education for all. When we proclaim that quality education is for all, we make sure that all the learners are able to master the art of learning to know, learning to live together, learning to do and learning to be productive citizen of the 21st century.

We salute the parents and guardians for their sacrifices in making sure that every learner's need is addressed. Our local government officials also deserve our gratitude for providing the support in creating a more learner-centered environment in the schools.

We commend our fellow teachers and school officials in their tireless efforts to discover better ways of making learners more engaged in honing their skills.

With our shared commitment, the task of enabling our youngsters to possess the 21st century skills will not be difficult. With our collective action, our beloved country will have no way but become prosperous and developed.

May the Lord continue to bless our efforts! Mabuhay!!!
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